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Three papers and a summary of the Round Table for Biotechnology in Cotton were presented 
in the meeting.  
 

Dr. Karin Berrada of Applied DNA Sciences 
1. Dr. Karin Berrada of a company named Applied DNA Sciences stated that they are 

using two techniques i.e. FiberTyping™ and SigNature® to track cotton and prevent 
counterfeiting.  

2. The SigNature® is an exogenous DNA or external mark that can be applied to raw 
cotton, yarn or fabric and detected at any later stage of processing. The DNA can be 
directly bonded to DNA of cotton or it could be bonded via a linker or binder.  

3. The SigNature DNA remains bound to cotton even after sequential washes with water 
and alcohol and, treatments with solvents. 

4. Results have also proven that the SigNature DNA is bound to the fibers and not to the 
natural wax coating. The SigNature DNA was detected in both the early and later 
phases of cotton production and in the finished goods made from cotton that has been 
tracked. 

5. The SigNature DNA is not mutagenic and neither it is cytotoxic.  
6. FiberTyping™ is an endogenous cotton DNA that can survive both maturity and textile 

finishing processes but can only distinguish between G. barbadense and upland cotton.  
 
Dr. Kater Hake, Cotton Incorporated, USA 
 

1. Dr. Hake talked about the ‘Prospects & Limitations to the Spread of Biotech Cotton.’ He 
stated that some of the limitations for the spread of biotech cotton to more countries are 
the high costs of regulatory approval, technical complexities to have multiple traits 
assembled together, trait containment and consumer aversion to biotech crops.  

2.  On the positive side, the capacity to create new biotech events is expanding, most 
research Universities have the scientific and laboratory capability to create biotech 
events, biotech cotton offers better yield protection, agronomic performance and grower 
management, and humanitarian uses of certain features like ultra low gossypol cotton 
seed.  

3.  The ultra low gossypol technology nearly removes gossypol, a natural plant protectant, 
from the seed but not the green parts of plants. This allows the use of beyond cattle 
feed, and expands cotton’s role as a food crop. 

4. Lessons learnt from earlier mistakes are helpful to spread safe and sustained use of the 



technology.  
5. Some biotech traits like herbicide tolerance offer labor savings and stress tolerance by 

facilitating conservation-tillage and prevent soil erosion. However, lines are blurring 
between biotech and conventional breeding with marker aided selection and genome 
editing.  

6. Unofficial spread of biotech cotton will continue in countries where Lepidopteran pests 
reduce yields. This unofficial spread will encourage further regulatory approval. The 
official spread will be driven by high-value traits. Once a country adopts the 1st biotech 
cotton trait, subsequent traits of value will follow rapidly. 

 
Dr. Ibrokhim Abdurakhmonov, Center of Genomics and Bioinformatics, Uzbekistan 
 

1. Uzbekistan has not commercialized biotech cotton yet. Few reasons not to use biotech 
cotton are wide spread use of biological control, limitations to access varieties 
developed by third parties, lack of regulations for biotech crops which is under 
development in Uzbekistan, ecological concerns with introducing ‘transgenics’ and 
intentions to develop “own” biotech cotton with multiple agronomic trait effects. 

2. The Government of Uzbekistan has strengthened its capabilities in biotech research. 
Research centers in Uzbekistan have developed strong collaboration with reputed 
research centers abroad, particularly in the USA.  

3. Uzbekistan plans to finalize development and approval regulations for growing biotech 
crops as soon as possible. Uzbekistan has developed RNAi upland cotton varieties with 
fiber quality equivalent to barbadense.  

 
Dr. Keith Menchey, Chairman, Round Table for Biotechnology in Cotton (National Cotton 
Council, USA) 
 

1. The ICAC decided at the 69th Plenary Meeting held in Lubbock, TX, USA in 
September 2010 to constitute a Round Table on Biotechnology in Cotton. The 
objectives of the Round Table are to facilitate sharing of experiences on commercial 
production, marketing and regulation of biotech cotton. The Round Table was 
formed in April/May 2011 and has finalized its report, which is available at 
https://www.icac.org/getattachment/mtgs/Plenary/72nd-Plenary/Documents/round-
table-biotech.pdf.  

2. Fifteen countries have commercialized biotech cotton and many other countries 
in Africa have conducted trials and are close to commercializing biotech cotton. The 
success story of biotech cotton in various countries is similar – increased yields, 
reduced pesticide use, less tillage, increased worker safety - but critics continue to 
raise issues that cannot be proven scientifically. It is important to encourage 
science-based decisions rather than politically motivated campaigns. 

3. Egypt has not commercial biotech cotton yet but biosafety system is in place that 
includes legal authorities delegated to various agencies, assurances that the use of 
biotechnology products is safe, systematic reviews of biotechnology products, and a 
mechanism for public feedback. 

4. In general there are no trade limitations on marketing biotech cotton but the 
Round Table noted that whatever the importing countries’ policies are, they should 
be clear, and the industry must be aware of any such restrictions. 

5. The Round Table noted that the success of a biotech product could be 
hampered by local constrains and limitations like boll weevil in South America and 
the leaf curl virus disease in Pakistan.  
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6. High cost of technology and development of resistance to bio genes is of 
concern to most countries. The development of secondary pests is also a common 
problem.  

7. A lot of work is also going on to deal with abiotic stresses that the cotton plant 
faces in the field. Drought tolerant cotton is among many new avenues being 
extensively researched and some of the new traits are close to commercialization. 


